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A graphic delay equalizer based on a high-order nonparametric allpass filter design is proposed. Command points at the centers of octave frequency bands are connected with polynomial interpolation to form a continuous target group-delay curve as a function of frequency. The required number of allpass sections depends on the area under the target curve. The group-delay area at low audio frequencies is small due to the linear frequency scale, so only a few allpass sections can be assigned there, which reduces the accuracy. Design accuracy can be improved by adding a constant delay to the target curve, which increases the area. Two use cases are presented: the group-delay equalization of a multi-way loudspeaker and the linearization of the phase response of a regular magnitude-only graphic equalizer. The graphic delay equalizer can be used to enhance the perceptual quality of audio systems or to produce audio effects.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The perception of phase in audio signals is one of the eternal questions in acoustics and audio technology. Helmholtz famously stated that the human hearing is sensitive to the relative strengths of spectral components but not to the differences in their phase [1, 2]. However, afterwards it has been learned that phase differences can be perceived although not as accurately as variations in the magnitude spectrum [3, 2, 4, 5]. The perceptually relevant phase equalization of audio systems, such as loudspeakers, remains a research topic and is among the last unsolved questions in high-fidelity audio [6, 7]. This work proposes a new tool, the graphic delay equalizer, for studying and implementing phase differences.

Many studies have reported that the mean group-delay threshold for audibility is around 2 ms at middle frequencies [8, 9, 10, 11, 6]. However, listening conditions, such as headphone playback, and anechoic or reverberant loudspeaker playback, have a significant impact on the results [12]. Furthermore, the majority of the studies used short impulses as test signals to emphasize the audible perception [12, 4, 6]. All in all, the effects of group delay become more difficult to hear with ecologically valid program material in a reverberant room than with headphones. Applications of delay equalization include phase or group-delay modification of audio systems, such as loudspeakers [13, 14, 15, 7], modeling of dispersive acoustic systems, such as piano strings [16] and spring-reverberation devices [17, 18], and spectral delay effects [19, 20].

This paper proposes a novel concept of a graphic delay equalizer, which is based on a high-order allpass (AP) filter. It can modify the group delay of an audio signal with the same ease as a standard graphic equalizer modifies the magnitude spectrum [21, 22]. The target group-delay response can be controlled at the centers of octave or third-octave bands, which are connected with polynomial interpolation to form a continuous target group-delay curve. Unlike in magnitude-only equalization in which a filter of constant order is controlled at each command band [22], the required number of AP sections depends on the area under the target curve. It is shown how the accuracy of approximation can be increased by adding a constant term to the target group delay. The goal is to design a perceptually sufficient imitation of the target group delay, for example so that the error in group delay is less than 2 ms at middle frequencies.

This paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 recapitulates an existing high-order allpass filter design method, which is used here to develop the graphic group-delay equalizer. Section 3 proposes the novel concept of the graphic delay equalizer. Section 4 discusses two use cases for the proposed method, and Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. HIGH-ORDER ALLPASS FILTER DESIGN

The underlying AP filter design that is used to implement the graphic delay equalizer is based on a method proposed by Abel and Smith [23]. In general, a second-order AP filter section has the form

$$H(z) = \frac{a_2 + a_1 z^{-1} + z^{-2}}{1 + a_1 z^{-1} + a_2 z^{-2}},$$

(1)
with
\[ a_1 = -2R \cos(\theta), \]
\[ a_2 = R^2, \] (3)
where \( R \) is the radius of complex conjugate poles, and \( \pm \theta \) are the angles of the poles [24]. Figure 1(a) shows the poles and zeros of a second-order AP section, when \( \theta = 1 \) and \( R = 0.82 \).

The method described by Abel and Smith [23] is based on the founding that a second-order AP filter generates a groupdelay function \( \tau(\omega) \) with a peak at the pole frequency \( \tau(\theta) \) and an area of \( 2\pi \) regardless of the pole frequency \( \theta \) or the pole radius \( R \). In other words, the integral of the groupdelay function from \( 0 \) to \( \pi \) is always \( 2\pi \), as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). Furthermore, it is known that the group delay of a cascaded AP system is the sum of the individual (second-order) AP group delays, which led to the idea of dividing a desired group-delay function \( d(\omega) \) into \( 2\pi \) sections, and assigning a second-order AP filter to each of those \( 2\pi \) sections [23]. The segmentation is illustrated in Fig. 2(a).

After the target group delay has been divided into \( 2\pi \) sections, the pole frequency \( \theta \) is positioned in the middle of each band
\[ \theta = \frac{\omega_+ + \omega_-}{2}, \] (4)
where \( \omega_+ \) and \( \omega_- \) are the calculated band edges containing the \( 2\pi \) area [23], see Fig. 1(b). The pole radius \( R \) is selected so that the group delay at the band edges is a function of the maximum group delay peak \( \tau(\theta) \), see Fig. 1(b). This leads to a pole radius of
\[ R = \eta - (\eta^2 - 1)^{1/2}, \] (5)
where
\[ \eta = \frac{1 - \beta \cos(\Delta)}{1 - \beta} \] with \( \Delta = \frac{\omega_+ - \omega_-}{2} \). (6)

By examining (4)–(6), it can be seen that the AP sections can be implemented by knowing only the band edges \( \omega_+ \) and \( \omega_- \), and the user-defined parameter \( \beta \). The parameter \( \beta \) controls the sharpness of the individual group-delay functions, thus also controlling the amount of overlap between adjacent group-delay functions within the system. In practice, when \( \beta \) is large (close to 1), the system creates smooth group delays, while a small value of \( \beta \) results in a more accurate narrowband design. However, small \( \beta \) values can create unwanted ripple, when the target delay curve is smooth [23].

Another way to make the AP system more accurate is to add a constant delay \( d_0 \) to the system. This creates a larger area under the target delay curve, i.e., more \( 2\pi \) sections, leading to a larger number of AP filters in the final system than without the extra delay, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b).

3. GRAPHIC DELAY EQUALIZER

A graphic equalizer has a set of peak/notch filters with predetermined center frequencies and bandwidths [22]. In other words, the only user-controllable variables are the filter gains, which are implemented using a set of sliders which “plot” the magnitude response of the equalizer. A typical graphic equalizer is implemented using an octave or a third-octave spacing for the command gains. Furthermore, in audio processing, frequencies are often plotted using a logarithmic scale (using Hz) instead of a linear one depicted in Figs. 1 and 2. The logarithmic frequency scale corresponds more closely to how humans perceive sound, see e.g., [25, Ch. 3].

When angular frequencies \( \omega \) are converted to Hertz, \( 2\pi \Rightarrow f_s \), while \( \pi \Rightarrow f_s/2 \), where \( f_s \) denotes the sampling frequency. This means that the \( 2\pi \) area segments, under the desired delay \( d(f) \), become \( f_s \)-sized area segments, and can be calculated with
\[ \int_{f_-}^{f_+} d(f) df = f_s, \] (7)
where \( f_- \) and \( f_+ \) correspond to Hz values of \( \omega_- \) and \( \omega_+ \).

Figure 3 illustrates the difference between linear and logarithmic frequency scales, and how it affects the area below the desired delay curve \( d(f) \). The vertical dashed lines in...
3.1. Implementation

This section describes the implementation of an octave-band graphic delay equalizer, where the user can control the amount of delay using a set of sliders with center frequencies spaced an octave apart, the value(s) of $\beta$, and the total number of AP sections. After the user has set these parameters, the underlying algorithm will calculate the set of AP filters as follows. First, a target curve $d(f)$ for the desired delay is interpolated from the user-set command delay points using cubic Hermite polynomial interpolation (pchip in Matlab).

Second, the area under $d(f)$ is calculated and divided into $f_s$-sized segments, see Fig. 2(a). The required number of AP sections depends on the number of the sections under the target delay curve $d(f)$. Thus, if the user has requested more AP sections than needed to cover the area under $d(f)$, a constant delay $d_0$ is added to $d(f)$ in order to have more $f_s$-sized segments, see Fig. 2(b). This improves the resolution of the equalizer, but increases the total delay.

Third, a second-order AP filter is assigned to each section by calculating $\theta$ and $R$ with (4) and (5), respectively, and substituting those results to (2) and (3) in order to calculate the filter coefficients $a_1$ and $a_2$. Figure 4 shows a design example of an octave-band graphic equalizer, where the user-defined command delays are set to 3.2, 8.4, 5.5, and 6.7 ms at frequencies 1, 2, 4, and 8 kHz, respectively. There is an additional delay $d_0$ of 5.2 ms in order to increase the number of AP sections from 48 (without $d_0$) to 90. The value of $\beta$ is 0.9, in all AP sections. Moreover, the command delay points at 125, 250, 500 Hz, and 16 kHz (gray filled markers) are not in use, i.e., they are turned off. If they were turned on and set to zero, the added constant delay $d_0$ would affect those frequencies as well, and a different result would be obtained, since the area under the target delay curve would have changed.

The user can also fine-tune the delay equalizer by adjusting the values of $\beta$ within the individual AP sections. Typically, this might be helpful with the lowest AP filters, due to the lower integrated area compared to higher frequencies, see Fig. 3. For example, it can be seen in Fig. 4 that the delay equalizer is less accurate at frequencies between 1 and 2 kHz when compared to its accuracy at frequencies above 2 kHz. By tuning the $\beta$ parameter, the user can vary sharpness of the individual group delay peaks of the AP filters. It should be noted that the center frequencies as well as the number of AP filters will be changed, when the user varies the delay gains.

4. APPLICATION USE CASES

4.1. Delay equalization of a two-way loudspeaker

Figure 5 shows an example of correcting a loudspeaker group delay properties. The loudspeaker group delay shown in Fig. 5(a) is obtained from a two-way loudspeaker model, which has a high-order crossover filter at 900 Hz and a driver-enclosure roll-off at 50 Hz with an additional Helmholtz resonance at 35 Hz [7]. This creates a delay bump of about 3 ms around the crossover frequency, while towards high frequencies the delay goes down towards zero. Since the delay at 900 Hz is more than 2 ms larger than at high frequencies, it can be audible [6]. Furthermore, the highpass behaviour of the speaker at low frequencies creates a large amount of delay, as also seen in Fig. 5(a), but it may be inaudible [6].

The dash-dotted line in Fig. 5(a) shows the group delay of the loudspeaker while the thin (blue) line is the group-delay response of the graphic delay equalizer. The thick line shows the corrected loudspeaker group delay, i.e., the combination of the original group delay and the user-set delay equalizer. The resulting group-delay variation is within 2 ms between about 125 Hz and 16 Hz, which can be assumed to be sufficiently flat to be inaudible. The graphic delay equalizer had the delay sliders set to 1, 3.2 3.2, 3.2, and 3 ms at 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 kHz, respectively, see the round markers. The number
of AP sections was 50, there was no additional constant delay, i.e., \( d_0 = 0 \) ms, while \( \beta \) was set to 0.9.

### 4.2. Delay correction for graphic magnitude equalization

Figure 6 shows another use case for the graphic delay equalizer. The dash-dotted line in Fig. 6(a) is the group delay of an octave equalizer, whose gain commands were set to 4, 15, \(-8\), 10, and \(-10\) dB for octave-spaced center frequencies starting from 125 Hz. As can be seen, the 15-dB peak at 250 Hz creates the largest peak in the group delay, around 4.4 ms. It can cause audible phase distortion [6].

One possible strategy for the group-delay correction is to raise the group delay at high frequencies to the level of the 250-Hz peak. The thin (blue) line shows the response of the delay equalizer, the round markers show the user-defined command delays (including \( d_0 \)), and the thick black line shows the corrected group delay. The command delays were set to 0, 0, 5.2, 2, 3.5, 2.6, 2.6, and 2.7 ms starting from 125 Hz. The number of AP sections was set to 140, which led to a constant delay of \( d_0 = 5.4 \) ms. The \( \beta \) parameter was set to 0.9, with fine-tuning of the first four AP filters, which had \( \beta \) of 0.99, 0.62, 0.8, 0.82, respectively. The resulting group-delay deviations are within \( \pm 1 \) ms between 250 Hz and 16 kHz, which can be assumed to be inaudible.

### 4.3. Comparison with a previous method

Previously, accurate group-delay correction for audio systems has been achieved using a finite impulse response (FIR) filter [7]. Table 1 shows a comparison of the computational load of the proposed AP design and an FIR filter constructed by truncating the impulse responses shown in Figs. 5(b) and 6(b). The FIR filter order is selected so that its magnitude response deviations remain below \( \pm 0.5 \) dB. The number of operations for an FIR filter of order \( N \) is \( 2N + 1 \). A second-order AP filter can be implemented with 5 operations [26], so the number of operations is \( 2.5N \) for a cascaded AP filter of order \( N \). Table 1 shows that the proposed AP-based delay equalizer uses in both cases less operations than an FIR filter. Also, the proposed delay equalizer is more accurate in terms of both the magnitude (completely flat) and group-delay approximation.

### 5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposed a graphic delay equalizer allowing users to intuitively change the group-delay characteristics of an audio system. The delay equalizer uses a non-parametric high-order AP filter design method, which automatically estimates the minimum number of AP sections required. Example use cases included the correction of the group delay of a loudspeaker and of a graphic (magnitude) equalizer in order to improve their perceived phase response. The graphic delay equalizer can also be used to create audio effects, for musical instrument modeling, or to create test material for perceptual studies related to phase. Future research could focus on the perception of group-delay equalization, especially with real program material, such as music and speech.
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